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TO:   
FROM:  GREG FORSYTHE 
RE:   I, Corona:  An Engaging German Perspective on the Corona 
Virus Pandemic 
It is not often you get to hear all about the who, what, when, where, why, 
how and to what extent of some miserable disease you have had …. from 
one of the viruses who inflicted it upon you.  But that is what  you will read 
in I, Corona.  Interested?  Read on before “listening” to Corona’s tale.


Before you start reading Corona’s challenging tale, there are some things 
about the author and the translating I’d like to say. 

• I have just loved the living daylights out of doing this.  The Pandemic’s 

main character has helped me use up all the down time which he 
created.  How about that for poetic something?


• I am not a professional translator.  Some have wondered what then are 
my qualifications to do that.  To get that off the agenda, in a  nutshell: 

• ˆ I have for a long time had an avocation of translating German poems 

into American English.  One poem is already on my website (NOT a 
blog),more to come on the Wünschelrulte-Divining Rod page.


• I also had German consulting clients whose English needed some 
help:  and I was the person around to do it.


• By education a PhD Germanist: one who studies  the German 
Language in the widest possible German contexts.  


• And I have two certifications in teaching English as a second language. 

.


• Your copy will have segment titles in the text.  They are mine, inserted 
to help us who are accustomed to KISS-short expression get the most 
out of German long message communication.  You may think them 
inaccurate. If so, let me know:  paneintale@gmail.com.


So, ABOUT Translating Ich Corona & Posting/Sharing it:  Why? 
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July 18, 2020.  Ich, Corona is an article by Jürgen Neffe, dr. phil, a well 
known German journalist, biochemist, administrator and founder of the 
publishing company,  Libroid 

Dr Neffe is a very accomplished German man.  Read more at the end of I, 
Corona.


Ich, Corona was published in the respected German newspaper, Die 
Zeit , the online edition.  I began translating articles from Zeitonline in 1

2016 at the same time I began a project to translate and annotate the 
musical versions of my favorite German verse pieces.  The poems are in 
the public domain.  The newspaper articles may or may not be.


I translate what is unique and interesting.  Like the 2016 Zeit article 
reporting on a study that shows how tribal we have become  politically — 
but in several tribes, not 2, and shows that if the tribes around the center 
ever got disgusted enough with politicians, they could re-energize the 
center and throw the bums out .  Guess what the DC travesty may well be 2

doing!  So there are some very nice things to read from the Germans. 


Permissions: I have written to Die Zeit about their policies regarding 
translating their articles and then offering the translations by posting on my 
website, Pane in the Tale, http://paneintale.com  I received no reply. So I 
did not post on Pane in the Tale— yet.

Dr Neffe has a complete record of what I am doing and has not objected.  
Or applauded. No surprise.  He has his own, very unique publishing firm, 
Libroid, where he gets piles of emails.  The record is there for him to see.

   

What I, Corona does.  When I read Ich, Corona I was immediately struck 
that the monologue could be of great positive use in our global struggle to 

 Die Zeit means The Time.  Pronounced ~ Dee Tsite.  I’d call Die Zeit The Times.1

 Want to read it?  Let me know and I’ll send you a pdf copy of the English version,  For that 2

matter I’m happy to share any of the articles I’ve translated from Zeit. Let me know and I’ll tell 
you what I have so far that’s worth reading.  And what the current projects may be. ghf
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learn from, respond to and build on the Pandemic for a better global 
community.  Humanity has been slowly clawing its way towards some sort 

of global community with scant success for some time.  The advent of 
Corona Virus is both mortal challenge and blessed opportunity.  Its threat 
to all of us, the need to protect ourselves and to develop means to 
manage it, has changed the issue of growing together globally from one of 
progress to one of survival, from an incremental problem solving process 
to an immediate mental, physical and spiritual challenge with time limits 
for us to respond and live.  Corona has challenged us as never before in 
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history.  But are humans up to living on the far side that challenge?  
Corona for sure has something to say about that.


That’s an important catalyst thrown into the rising flames of change.  As 
such, I, Corona deserves to be available across the globe to all members 
of our needed but less than steady and competent earth community.  
There may be others who have written English translations of this.  Good.  
Corona’s word is needed everywhere— fast —in my estimation.  I hope 
that this translation will help us think about what is needed now to make a 
common global future viable.  Can anything less than vital democratic 
community of earth citizens enable us to avoid ending with a whimper and 
leaving this globe with neither humans nor Corona’s progeny?  -GHFphd


Update: 7/24/20.   Already people have asked me if it is OK to pass this 
along.  As I have let Dr. Neffe know all I am doing and he has not 
commented at all, I assume that it is acceptable.  After all this was an 
article available to anyone and downloadable on an internarional 
newspaper online. I assume it is meant for as many people as possible  I 
certainly think it is just what we need as the US rate of infection and death 
from CoVod19 rockets up. 

So if you want to pass this along, or use it somehow, as long as you use 
the text above and all that I've appended in the story itself about Jürgen 
Neffe dr. phil.,and this intro piece, ok.  I would also like to know if it is 
shared just so I cojuld tell him I was the one permitting it, should he ask. 
Further I'd like to know if you try to contact him:. If you succeed, he might 
ask you questions about which I know the most.  

Finally:  no charge please to anyone for access to I, Corona!  I told Dr 
Neffe that this translating was/is a work of mission, not business.  As such, 
I do it pro bono and expect that anyone using my translation will do the 
same.

Distribution update:  i have not yet posted this on Pane in the Tale, but 
hope to soon.The page where it would appear is not yet ready.  I also hope 
to read the text into an audio file so that those who do not want a longer 
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read can "get it" by listening.  The paneintale posting is more likely to 
happen than the recording.  GHFphd
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